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March 2016:
Learn@TJU launched
Redesign, Renovate, Reach Out
M
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Academic Year 2015/2016
Help 
Facilitate Access, Foster Learning
Jeerson Digital Commons 
Database SearchesCatalog Searches
3,732 help sessions (in-person and online) 
54 Events / 6,230 attendees
Workshops
April 2016:
New Archives WebsiteAugust 2015: 
                           New SML Website
Expanded Study Spaces
 
More than 1 million articles downloaded 
from over 13,000 journals
Transactions doubled 
from AY 14/15
(87% Fill Rate)
Journal Access
InterLibrary Loan 
267 titles added
332,921 sessions on 118 databases
New eBooks 
62,641 searches 
1,125 works posted / 447,599 downloads
Scott Memorial Library                                    Academic Year 2015/2016
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TOP TEN JOURNALS
 
#1 New England Journal of Medicine
#2 JAMA
#3 American Family Physician
#4 Journal of Biological Chemistry
#5 Nature    
#6 Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences  (PNAS)
#7 Blood
#8 American Journal of Occupational Therapy
#9 Lancet 
#10 Annals of Internal Medicine
TOP TEN BROWZINE JOURNALS
#1 New England Journal of Medicine 
#2 Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine
#3 Journal of Shoulder and Elbow Surgery
#4 JAMA
#5 JAMA Dermatology
#6 Nature
#7 Science (AAAS)
#8 Journal of the American Academy of Dermatology
#9 Contraception
#10 Annals of Internal Medicine
TOP TEN SML NEWS ARTICLES*
#1        Welcome to the New Scott Library Website! 
#2        Color Our Collections! 
#3        Talk and Luncheon to Celebrate Fair Use Week 2016 
#4        Important News for ExamSoft Users!
#5        Where’s JEFFLINE? (December 2014 Update) 
#6        LWW Health Library: New eCollection 
# 7       Library Furniture Giveaway: UPDATE
#8        Feeling Stressed? Take a SnackChat Break 
#9        Therapy Dogs at Scott Library 
#10      Come and Get Them: Library Book Giveaway 
*Excluding monthly new ebook lists
TOP TEN RESOURCES ACCESSED  
#1        UpToDate
#2        Lexicomp
#3        PubMed
#4        CareNotes
#5        Google Scholar
#6        CINAHL
#7        RefWorks
#8        Scopus
#9        Ovid
#10     Davis Drug Guide   
